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EDITOR’S
NOTE
Assalamualaikum wbt,
INCEIF has always aspired to be the reference point and knowledge leader in Islamic
finance regionally and globally. With continuous improvement of the quality of
our academic programmes, coupled with active and aggressive applied research
efforts, InsyaAllah, we would be there.
The theme of our second issue of IF HUB for the year 2019 is “INNOVATION IN
ISLAMIC FINANCE”. We are honoured to have Assoc. Prof. Dr Magda Ismail Abdel
Mohsin on Evolution of Waqf in ‘in Person’ column. Under ‘Research Highlights’
we have Assoc Prof Dr Aishath Muneeza, sharing her view on the integration of
technology in Zakat distribution, through her article titled “Rice ATMs”: Technology
Based Innovations for Enhancement of Zakat Where are We Now in Integrating
Zakat with Technology?”. Under our ‘Social Finance’ column, we have Sister Asmah
Nabila writing on Social Finance Innovation.
INCEIF has always been at forefront in bridging the academia and industry
players in Islamic finance industry. Action based learning programme is one of
the efforts to ensuring the students are connected to the real world of Islamic
finance. Under 'INCEIF’s Think Tank' column, a group of students
from ABL programme, supervised by Mr Ezamshah Ismail, our
Senior Teaching Fellow, shared their findings based on their
ABL project, titled “Institutional Khairat Funds Via Takaful: Part 1”.
This article is certainly a must read as it describes an innovative
approach for takaful players and mosques to collaborate in serving
the community. Students experience and aspiration is something
we are proud of and in ‘Aspiration’ column, we are pleased to
have Ms Kulsanofer Thajudden to share on her big WHY in
pursuing her PhD in Islamic Finance.
Last but not least my gratitude for all the players who
have played a key role in making this special issue of IF
HUB a reality, both directly and indirectly. We would
also like to thank the readers for the feedback provided.

Assoc. Prof. Dr Baharom Abdul Hamid
baharom@inceif.org

IN PERSON

Evolution of Waqf Practices

SKY IS THE
LIMIT FOR
INNOVATIONS
by Assoc Prof Dr Magda Ismail Abdel Mohsin (INCEIF)

EVOLUTION OF WAQF PRACTICES
Waqf (plural awqaf) is a continuous charitable
endowment given away for the goodwill. Once
created, it must stay permanently to finance different
needs for the next generation. Waqf can be defined
as “the confinement of a property (movable or
immovable) by a founder(s) and the dedication
of its usufruct in perpetuity for the wellbeing of
societies for generations to come”. The inherent
perpetuity of waqf gives its flexibility to
accommodate the arising needs of Muslim
societies throughout centuries. As such, it
is seen as an institution with an immense
potential for economic and social reform
(MIFC, 2015).

RECENT INNOVATIVE PRACTICES
OF MOVABLE WAQF/CASH WAQF
The last few decades have witnessed
the revival of the institution of waqf
and the creation of movable waqf i.e.
cash waqf. According to a report by
MIFC (2015), corporate and cash waqf are
becoming popular particularly due to the
flexibility they offer.
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Cash waqf, which is a type of moveable waqf established by using cash,
emerges as an innovative approach in providing various financial models to
meet the expectations of societies’ needs in Muslim countries.
Innovative practices of cash waqf in creating financial models
It has been realised that different cash waqf models are created to fulfil the
various arising needs in the different Muslims societies. Among the types of
cash waqf, is waqf shares model that is available in Sudan, United Kingdom,
Malaysia and Kuwait. Through waqf shares, an individual can do waqf
through cash by purchasing share unit with minimum value and the waqf is
offered to Allah s.w.t for the interest and welfare of the ummah. In Malaysia,
waqf shares scheme has been able to play its role in gathering the needed
funds to engage in projects that benefit the Malaysian societies such as;
development of existing waqf land, renovating mosques and religious schools,
providing physical amenities for the Muslim community, maintaining the
religious infrastructure and financing medical facilities (Ismail Abdel Mohsin,
Magda, 2019).

2
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Waqf can be defined
as “the confinement
of a property (movable
or immovable) by a
founder(s) and the
dedication of its usufruct
in perpetuity for the
wellbeing of societies for
generations to come”.
The direct cash waqf model which is created by the Muslim minorities
in Singapore, New Zealand and India is supporting their communities
in different ways such as; burials of poor Muslims, establishing charity
projects, supporting the orphans, helping refugees, providing marriage
guidance, financing the cost of marriages and giving dowry, assisting
the handicapped and financing medical expenses for poor Muslims.
Meanwhile, the cooperative waqf model which is practised in Uzbekistan
aimed to provide the basic needs for each district in terms of education,
health and shelter. The corporate cash waqf model which is practised in
India, Pakistan, Bangladesh, Turkey and Malaysia, supports the education
and the health sectors at large scale. All of these are good practices of cash
waqf models which have been customised to meet societies’ needs in most
innovative styles.
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Waqf, FinTech and Blockchain
Islamic banks recently played a great role in meeting arising
needs in different societies by expanding the collection of cash
waqf through digital platform. In Bangladesh for instance, there
are two financial institutions namely, Social Investment Bank
Limited and the Islamic Bank Bangladesh Limited that offer
deposit waqf product schemes which allow public to deposit
money as waqf in a cash waqf based account. The banks will
then issue cash waqf certificate and the revenue from the
investment will be used for various charitable purposes such
as rehabilitation of beggars, upliftment of poor education of
orphans, village health care and sanitation, supplying pure
drinking water, establishing hospitals, clinics and health care
programmes for the poor.
Meanwhile, in Malaysia, Bank Muamalat issued a debit card called
“Aisya”, which comes with a unique feature of waqf. For every
retail transaction performed by the customer, 20 percent of the
interchange fee received, will be contributed to waqf without
deducting or imposing any fee to the customer. It is believed
that the waqf sector in Malaysia will move toward digitalisation
and fintech inclusion following the launch of the waqf report
by World Bank, International Centre for Education in Islamic
Finance (INCEIF) and International Shari’ah Research Academy
for Islamic Finance (ISRA). This indicates serious commitment
of the Malaysian Government to actively working on the Waqf

4
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Act as well as heavily engaging with experts in information technology to
incorporate waqf with blockchain and artificial intelligence. This recent
development in digital economy will be taken into consideration as a
component of the Act as it could address the issue of transparency and trust
in the implementation of waqf. Subsequently, this could raise the confident
of public to contribute to cash waqf. Even though this is very new for cash
waqf to venture in, yet it is a great source for innovative waqf models that
are more trusted, transparent, efficient and better traced. A good example
for this is FINTERRA, a global cloud-based FinTech service provider which
has developed a crowdfunding platform that uses digital ledger technology,
or blockchain to create “smart contracts” that would be tied to specific
waqf projects. The objective of this firm is to provide more efficient ways to
manage waqf.
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The ultimate objective of
waqf is to achieve maqasid
al-shariah and definitely the
innovations that have been
used to develop waqf in this
regard has fulfilled this.
POTENTIAL FOR MORE INOVATIVE MODELS FOR CASH-WAQF
There are a few potential models on cash waqf and innovation are being
proposed depending on the societal needs.
Micro-waqf project
The term micro-waqf is introduced as an innovative feature of waqf, referring
to a specific small scale waqf projects. For example, “Micro-waqf is proposed
by MARA University of Technology Malaysia to support its education and
to create a culture of inclusive participation from the targeted community
through minimum contribution.
Waqf-based micro-takaful /waqful
The call for the creation of waqful is another innovation combining both
cash waqf and takaful. The proposed model is based on the micro-takaful
which would cover the extremely poor, while proposing donation from the
wealthy people to subscribe to the waqf-based schemes in favour of such
beneficiaries.
Waqf-based social sukuk
Likewise, the mechanism of waqf could possibly be used for developing
waqf-based capital market products. Similar to the existing waqf shares, a
new model of waqf-based ṣukuk structure can be proposed. In this respect
waqf-based sukuk could raise huge amount of fund which could fulfil most
of the societal needs, hence creating Muslim welfare society. Currently there
are only two sukuks have been issued in the world to develop waqf lands.
They are Sukuk al-Intifa’a for Zamzam Tower and Musharakah Sukuk by
MUIS (Majlis Ugama Islam Singapura). There is a huge prospect to issue
waqf perpetual sukuk. However, this innovation is yet to be researched and
implemented. Perpetual sukuk are among the latest innovative instrument
in the Islamic capital market that could be adopted to enhance waqf.

6
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CONCLUSION
It is evident from this article that waqf has evolved for centuries and different
innovative means have been used to develop waqf for the benefit of humanity
whether for economic or social development. There is no limit to innovation
of waqf as long as the parameter laid down by shariah is followed. In this
regard, the statement made by Abu Ishaq Al-Shatiby (as cited by Engku Ali,
2013) is important.

فإن هللا وضع هذه الشريعة المباركة حنيفية سمحة سهلة حفظ فيها على الخلق قلوبهم وحبها لهم بذلك فلو عملوا على خالف
تخلص به
سمحة به
حنيفية آلقوا
المباركة فيما
الشريعة عليهم
والسهولة لدخل
الخلق قلوبهم وحبها لهم بذلك فلو عملوا على خالف
ال فيها على
سهلةماحفظ
السماح هللا وضع هذه
فإن
تخلص بهthis
به ما الblessed
عليهم فيما آلقواrighteous
السماح والسهولة لدخل
“Surely Allah made
Shariah accommodating and convenient and
made
blessed
righteous
Shariah
and
“Surely
Allah made
this blessed
Shariah
accommodating
and convenient
andaccommodating
thus“Surely
won
theAllah
hearts
of righteous
thethis
people
and
instil
in them
love (and
respect for the law).
Had
thus won the hearts of the people and instil in them love (and respect for the law). Had
convenient
and
thus
won
the
of
the not
people
and instil
in them
they
acted
against
convenience
and
facility,
could
have honestly
performed
their
they
acted
against
convenience
and
facility,
they
could
nothearts
have they
honestly
performed
their
obligations”.
obligations”.
love (and respect for the law). Had they acted against convenience and

facility, they could not have honestly performed their obligations.”
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RESEARCH HIGHLIGHTS

RICE
ATMs:

TECHNOLOGY
BASED
INNOVATIONS FOR
ENHANCEMENT OF
ZAKAT
Where Are We Now in Integrating
Zakat with Technology?

By Assoc Prof Dr
Aishath Muneeza,
INCEIF
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In this February, it was announced that The Federal
Territories Islamic Religious Department (Jawi) hopes
to install ‘rice ATM machines’ at 85 mosques in the
Federal Territory to facilitate its 23,000 asnaf or tithe
recipients (Bernama, 2019). It is reported by Bernama
(2019) that the cost of this machine isRM19,000 and
is the first in the country and it has two functions,
namely to give out rice supply in desired quantity and
has a donation box to receive funds from the public.
On February 15th, first rice ATM machine was installed
at Al-Akram Mosque in Kampung Datuk Keramat.

The main purpose of the Rice ATMs
is to provide assistance to recipients
(asnaf/beneficiaries of zakat) who are
registered as poor for zakat purpose to
collect rice using a special card provided
to them for this purpose. The modus
operandi of these rice ATM’s is that the
user of the ATM machine must tap the
special card they have for the purpose
on the sensor of the machine and
then the machine will dispense 2kgs
of through the designated collection
point in the machine which is located in
the base of the machine. In this special
rice ATM machine, those who wish to
donate money for the purpose can also
do so by depositing cash through a slot
in the machine.

Though this is the first time Rice
ATMs are used in Malaysia, rice ATMs
were innovated for zakat purpose by
National Board of Zakat, Badan Amil
Zakat Nasional (BAZNAS), Indonesia
and the machine was created by one
of alumni of Bandung Technology
Institute (Institut Teknologi Bandung
or ITB). It was reported in the official
website of BAZNAS on 17th January 2017
that the machine in Arthaloka building
is a prototype of ATM machines which
soon to be assembled in ten several
location points in Jabodetabek, such as
BAZNAS Office (Kebon Sirih Street No.
57 Jakarta) and nine mosques which
are cooperated with BAZNAS. Each
unit of ATM can store up to 230 litres
rice capacity, which can fulfill the needs
of 120 households.
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Zakat administration
framework found in the
countries of the world are
not uniform and are unique
following the general legal
system of the country.
Then, each unit can be refilled eight
times per month. It was also stated
that the Rice ATM program is also
in line with the BAZNAS support to
continuing SDGs in order to eliminate
the food shortages for poor people.
It is essential to understand the way
how the Rice ATMs work. In Sindonews,
it was stated that the BAZNAS rice,
measuring 60 cm x 60 cm x 160 cm,
shaped like a closet box and is very
similar to a regular ATM machine
and the rice ATM is equipped with
electronic devices that hybrid network
modem GSM/satellite as well as control
and monitoring system based machine
to machine (M2M) or Internet of Things
(IOT). The machine can remove the rice
in a certain amount automatically and
the way it works is that the rice out by
attaching the card Radio Frequency
Identification (RFID) at the sensor card
reader on the device. It was reported
that each rice ATM unit has a storage
capacity of 1,000 kg of rice to meet
the needs for 1,000 recipients and
each unit will be recharged as many
as eight times in one month. The cost
of manufacture and maintenance in a
year to Rp30 million per unit and onetime transaction can draw rice from 1
kg and 2 kgs. Rice ATM cards are issued
by the mosques.

10
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The questions that might be asked are:
why a rice ATM and why not just money?
Or why is it placed in a mosque; rather
than a shop or a bank or elsewhere?
On 28th February 2019, Jakarta Post
has reported that a mosque in North
Jakarta provides rice machine for the
poor and this program to provide rice
ATMs began on 13th January 2019 where
at least 33 urban poor had received
four free liters of rice twice a week
from the machine. It was reported that
Barnas Sumantri, the head of the Jami
Raudlatul Jannah Mosque’s Welfare
Council, said the rice ATM, which
provides charity to the less fortunate
living around the mosque, operates
every Wednesday and Sunday. Barnas
has explained the reason behind giving
rice and the benefit of it as follows: “by
giving rice [as charity], we can feed
a whole family. If we give money, Rp
100,000 [US$7] for example, it might
only be enough for one or two persons”.
It was also reported that the reason
why Wednesday and Sunday is chosen
is because these are the days the
mosque conducts religious studies.
As such, there is multiple benefits of
choosing these days and Barnas has
described these benefits as: “they
can get multiple benefit. The pahala
[reward], the knowledge and the rice.

The mosque had given special ATM
cards to each of the beneficiaries and
in order to get the rice, the cardholders
only have to tap their cards on the
machine and the rice flows into a
container.
Zakat administration framework found
in the countries of the world are not
uniform and are unique following the
general legal system of the country.
For instance, in Malaysia, zakat
administration in Malaysia is a State
matter in particular relating to the
passing of regulations and statutes.
In Malaysia, the zakat management is
different between states where only
Pulau Pinang, Selangore and Sarawak
have privatized their zakat management
process while Kuala Lumpur Federal
Territory, Negeri Sembilan, Melaka
and Pahang are the states that only
privatized the zakat collection while
State Islamic Religious Council (SIRC)
will handle the distribution process.
The other states namely Kedah, Perlis,
Sabah, Kelantan, Perak, Terengganu,
Johor, Putrajaya and Labuan Federal
Territory have not privatized either zakat
collection or distribution where SIRC is
the only institution manage the zakat
totally (Hairrunizam & Radiah, 2010; p.
5). However, from shariah, the rulings
on zakat need to be applied uniform
across the jurisdictions. There are eight
recipients of zakat derived from the
primary source of Islamic law which is
Quran and one of these categories are
poor.
“Zakat is for the poor and
the needy, and amil (those
employed to administer the
funds), for the muallaf (those
who have embraced Islam),

for those in bondage and in
debt, those who strive in the
cause of Allah and for the
wayfarer: (thus is it) ordained
by Allah and Allah is full of
knowledge and wisdom.”
(Surah At-Taubah: 60).
Zakat is the third pillar of Islam. Zakat is
a socio-economic tool used to alleviate
poverty and the effectiveness of zakat
is known from the history. For instance,
during the period of second Caliph of
Islam, Umar Bin Khattab (R.A) and the
time of Umer bin Abdul Aziz (R.A), it is
reported that there is no poor in the
society who wanted to receive zakat.
Many, in this contemporary time ask
whether technology based innovations
can be allowed to facilitate the fulfilment
of religious duties or daily activities of
humans. The general answer to this
is technology is like any other thing
found in the world which can be
used for good or evil. For maslahah or
public interest if the technology based
innovation creates good and facilitate
human being to achieve maqasid
al shariah, there is no reason why
technology based innovations like rice
ATMs cannot be innovated to facilitate
the poor to fulfill their basic need of
satisfying hunger via zakat money and
sadaqat money given.
Research is ongoing to integrate
blockchain technology to zakat. It is
reported that Dr Ziyaad Mahomed,
Associate Dean of executive education
and e-learning at the International
Centre for Education in Islamic Finance
(INCEIF), and his team have come up
with an Islamic social financing app
that leverages blockchain technology.
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The modus operandi of this app has
been summarized by Dr Ziyaad as
follows according to the edge markets
(2018): “How the app works is very
simple. When users turn it on, they are
presented with two options: sadaqat
(charity) or zakat. If they choose zakat,
the app prompts them to select the
school of thought they follow — Shafie,
Maliki, Hambali or Hanafi — as there are
differences of opinion. Then, the app
asks a few questions such as where they
would like to see their money go. We
provide them with a choice of projects
such as water irrigation, sanitation,
poverty eradication and education. After
choosing the project, they complete
their payment using a secure gateway.
Specific projects are listed. And once
the zakat payment has been made, it is
registered on a node in the blockchain.
Payers will receive confirmation of
acceptance. Now, the project has their
money. When the money has been
fully utilised, the payers will be notified
via the app. Thanks to the transparency
provided by the blockchain, there is
more confidence among payers that
their zakat has reached the intended
recipients.” This app was developed in
partnership with Dublin-based financial
technology (fintech) company AidTech
and the International Federation of
Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies.

1

Blockchain
Transfer:
Blossom will
provide a
designated
wallet address
held at their
exchange partner
in Indonesia.

2

Converted to
Rupiah: Blossom
will convert the
funds received
to Indonesian
Rupiah at their
exchange parter
in Indonesia.

It was supposed to be launched in the
end of last year, but it is not launched
yet. This technology based innovation
promoted transparency in zakat and
sadaqat boosting the confidence of
contributors.
In May 2018, it was reported that by
Indonesian based Blossom Finance
that in Ramadan, Blossom Finance
is offering a free service allowing
Muslims to pay zakat owed against
cryptocurrency holdings directly using
the blockchain and these payments
collected by Blossom will go towards
orphans and widows in Sumatra and
Central Java, Indonesia via Blossom’s
network of cooperatives and nonprofits.
This service by Blossom is offered free
of charge and no payment is charged
for using the service. It is stated in the
official website of Blossom that how
this service works is Blossom will accept
payments in cryptocurrency directly via
the Blockchain to a Blossom controlled
wallet held at a cryptocurrency
exchange in Indonesia. Blossom
then converts the cryptocurrency to
Indonesian Rupiah, and deposits the
amount into the bank accounts of their
cooperative and nonprofit partners
located in rural areas in Indonesia.
How this works is summarized in the
diagram below:

3

Source: Information extracted from the official website of Blossom
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Sent Zakat
Organizations:
Blossom will remit
the funds by bank
transfer directly
to well run zakat
organizations
in Sumatra and
Central Java,
Indonesia.

4

Use and Impact
Reports:
Blossom will
send contributors
a full impact
report from
their partners in
Indonesia, plus
all receipts for
remittences

With regard to the issue of exchange
fees it was stated that Blossom has
consulted with their internal shariah
advisory and they have been advised
that exchange fees incurred when
converting from cryptocurrency to
local currency qualify as part of the total
zakat payment. Bearing this in mind, it
is stated that Blossom will try their best
to trade the crypto in a way that incurs
minimal or no fees. It is essential to note
that Blossom Finance has published
a working paper on the permissibility
of Bitcoin and cryptocurrency and has
concluded that bitcoin qualifies as
Islamic money, except where banned
by local government, but cautions
investors against speculation, initial
coin offerings (ICOs) and investment
schemes. Blossom Finance helps
institutions to raise cost-effective,
Shariah-compliant financing from
global investors using blockchain
technology on its Smart Sukuk
platform. Blossom was founded in
2014 to increase the availability of halal
financial products using technology.
Since 2015, Blossom has been helping
microfinance institutions in Indonesia
raise funds from international investors
to fund micro-businesses aimed at
reducing regional poverty.
The functions performed by humans
are being replaced by machines and
artificial intelligence is being utilized
in the financial industry now. Another
innovation we see is zakat chatbots
powered with artificial intelligence
technology replacing the officers who
provide information about zakat and
on the calculation of it. This could be
described as an improvised version of
the simple zakat calculators we use

The functions
performed by humans
are being replaced
by machines and
artificial intelligence
is being utilized in the
financial industry now.
now. In this regard, in 2014, Afaf AlRiyami, Asma Al-Harthy, Khadija AlAmri, Kamla Ali Al-Busaidi from Sultan
Qaboos University of Oman have
presented in 15th European Conference
on Knowledge Management, ECKM
2014 a research on zakat expert system
(ES). They say that ES are a part of applied
artificial intelligence and the idea of
an ES is to convert knowledge from
human expertise to a computerized
system. The objective of their study is
to apply expert system technology in
the field of Zakat to assist Muslims in
the decision making of identifying the
rules of making Zakat and to assist
in complex calculations. They state
that the objective of the Zakat ES is to
specifically help people calculate the
amount of each type of Zakat they have
to pay every year, the system helps users
to: (1) determine if they are required to
give Zakat, (2) determine the unique
conditions, and the amount of each
type of Zakat they have to pay every
year. The system was developed based
on a rules-based expert system shell.
To develop such a system, information
that is attained from a human expert is
represented in the form of rules, such
as IF-THEN. Then the rules are used
to perform operations that lead into
achieving certain goals.
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It is stated that after reviewing the Zakat expert system, the majority of
the 20 potential users also indicated that the system saves time and
effort in searching for information related to Zakat’s rules.
Users also indicated that it is very useful for calculating
Zakat quickly and accurately, and is very beneficial,
convenient, and easy to use for people who have
no knowledge about Zakat. Other strengths
of the system are that it is more convenient
than going to human experts and provides
a variety of Zakat types.

In 2017, Pahang Zakat Collection Center
(PKZ) has also introduced a chatbot
called ZakatChat. ZakatChat is an
artificial intelligence based application
provided by PKZ to smartphone users
and visitors to PKZ’s official website
to interact and help answer questions
about zakat property. It is stated in
their official website that ZakatChat
uses a specially programmed search
engine technology to match questions
asked with available databases. In
addition, ZakatChat also guides users
to obtain additional information from
other mediums if the information is not
available in the ZakatChat database.
In 2018, in collaboration with PT Artina
Digitama Indonusa (Artdigi), the Baznas
of Indonesia launched a Zakat Virtual
Assistant Chatbot named “Zaki” for the
first time in Indonesia. It was reported
in a local newspaper of Indonesia,
SWA that Zaki can be accessed on the
LINE messenger application under
the name @zakibaznas and in the
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near future it will be available on the
Facebook Messenger chat application
and the community can calculate
the amount of zakat accurately,
literacy, and zakat education as well
as information on Baznas social and
humanitarian programs. Zaki’s features
that will be coming soon include
maps of the nearest mosque location,
prayer schedule reminders to da’wah
material. With chatbot technology that
is equipped with Natural Language
Process, it allows this feature to be
able to chat with users to analyze the
wishes of the users. Apart from the
chatbot, BAZNAS has developed an
internal platform, for donation services
through the BAZNAS website (baznas.
go.id/zakatsekarang) and through the
Muzaki Corner application service. An
external platform, where the platform
comes from BAZNAS partners who
provide special space and options
for the community to zakat through
BAZNAS. Some of the examples for

this are the option of zakat and charity
through kitabisa.com, gojek, bukalapak,
tokopedia, and others. Apart from
this social media platform to facilitate
direct donations through social media
is made. National Zakat Index (IZN)
is also introduced to measure zakat.
BAZNAS has also a plan to introduce
an electronic commerce platform to
increase market access for mustahik
products benefiting the productive
zakat program.
Zakat information or data management
also face challenges as information on
zakat including the payers, distributors,
receivers and other stakeholders need
to be maintained and the volume of
these data are growing day by day. Big
data can resolve this. Big data can be
described as a technology that enable
to analyze, systematically extract
information from, or otherwise deal
with data sets that are too large or
complex to be dealt with by traditional
data-processing application software.
In 2015, Hidayah Sulaiman, Zaihisma
Che Cob and Nor’ashikin Ali has
presented a paper in the International
Conference on Software Engineering
and Computer Systems (ICSECS)
about Big data maturity model for
Malaysian zakat institutions to embark
on big data initiatives. They state that
the main difficulty in handling large
amount of data is due to the five
big data concepts involving volume,
velocity, variety, veracity and value
which increases rapidly in comparison
to the computing resources and zakat
administrators are currently facing
issues with the growing amount of data
on zakat payers, zakat distribution and
various zakat recipients. They state that

overwhelming amount of data must
be carefully managed by the zakat
institutions and the appointed zakat
fund trustees as zakat data resides in
massive, unstructured information,
largely in various forms of numeric,
text and imagery, there is a need for
zakat institutions to switch to better
data management mechanism. Their
study proposes a big data maturity
model to gauge the readiness of
zakat institutions to embark into the
big data evolution and the proposed
model also provide the zakat institution
with more structured processes of
managing the high volume of data
in order to provide better reporting
transparency, making well-informed
decisions and instill confidence and
trust from the community on better
zakat management and distribution.
From above, it is evident that in this era
of technology and with industry 4.0 or
fourth industrial revolution, utilization
of technology is unavoidable and the
public interest or maslahah vests in
the use of it in all aspects of our lives.
Financial technology or finTech has
not only changed banking, takaful
and capital market industry; but
social finance industry has also been
transformed by it. The discussion in
this article illustrates the integration
of technology with zakat. Definitely in
future, it is anticipated that there will
be on going initiatives to enhance zakat
via technology.
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SOCIAL FINANCE

SOCIAL
FINANCE
INNOVATION
Is there any difference between social
innovation and social finance?

By Asmah Nabila
Project Executive,
INCEIF

Social innovation is about developing new solutions to
social, environmental and economic challenges that
bring proven success in improving people’s quality
of life, environmental friendly ecosystem and having
sustainable economy through collaborating with new
partners, testing piloting ideas and measuring their
impact. Social innovation often involves collaboration
across different levels of government, regulators, NGOs
and private sectors to act on a common social issue. By
innovating socially, all parties can find new solutions to
enduring problems and share them with others across
countries and around the world.
Succeeding to social innovation is through ‘social
finance’ which is a tool that seeks to mobilise capital
funding from impact investors for the public good.
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It creates opportunities for investors to
finance projects that benefit society and
for community organisations to access
new sources of funds. Investments
intended to create a measurable social
or environmental impact as their main
objective as well as to generate financial
returns in the long run.
1.1 Increase Efficiency Strategies
With rapid advancement and ongoing
developing country like Malaysia, we
are not only focusing the work on
building the physical or materialistic
aspect. There is a huge need of human
capacity
building,
technological
infrastructure and capacity building
for a nation to grow. Thus, to increase
the efficiency of social programme
deliverability, there is in need of a big
step to strategising each of the flows.
Some of the strategies that need
to focus and putting into action are
skills capacity, capital funding, market
access, regulatory peace, knowledge
sharing and finally yet importantly is
collaboration.
Predominantly the Central Bank of
Malaysia having by its resourcefulness
autonomy
to
initiate
innovation
projects and businesses by providing
accessibility to any social purpose
organisations such as social enterprise
and non-profit organisation with the
knowledge, capacity, and skills to
innovate and scale up their business
to expend their reach to underserved
community. Encourage innovation in
social enterprises, to develop and scale
new solutions to mutable challenges
that is happening around the globe,
we need to develop an exceptionable
social impact fund to assist the growth

of existing and emerging Socially
Responsible Investing (SRI) funds or
Social Impact Sukuk funds.
What’s more; by attracting GovernmentLinked Company (GLCs) or any big
corporations with income tax deduction
whenever they do purchasing demand
for the corporation’s goods and services
provided by social enterprises. In
Malaysia, social enterprise is identified
as a business entity registered under any
written law in Malaysia that produces a
positive social or environmental impact
proactively and at the same time has
a sustainable financial ability. Thus
this will bring about two benefits for
both parties for market accessibilities
as explained above and regulatory
tax exemption peace under section
44 (11C) of the Income Tax Act 1967
succeeded by the government – the
Inland Revenue Board of Malaysia, the
Ministry of Entrepreneur Development
(MED) and Malaysian Global Innovation
& Creative Centre (MaGIC).
Comprehensively, a supportive national
and international networks for sharing
what
works
among
community
practitioners, funders, government,
social enterprises, corporations and
public. Develop a social innovation data
development plan and increase related
academic research and business events
to showcasing social finance and social
innovation. The key is to ‘communicate’.
This can be done by building awareness
throughout the general public on
the value of social business and social
innovation through creating more
engagement and collaborative effort
with organisations that have physical
space for social innovation activities.
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Last but importantly, using the latest
yet cost-maximising way to reach
micro-targeted audience of interest
is through Internet and precisely all
social media platforms like LinkedIn,
Facebook, Instagram and Snapchat
− the best method of marketing and
to create attention and the power to
attract of all era.
1.2

Social Impact Sukuk Framework

The developments in social impact
sukuk in the Islamic finance industry
and Social Responsible Investment
(SRI)
sukuk
have
become
the
pioneering agenda in Malaysia, the
largest sukuk market in the world.
Securities Commission of Malaysia
has established the SRI Framework
that help to promote the financing of
sustainable and responsible investment
initiatives since August, 2014 (Securities
Commission, 2014).
In line with the initiative of SRI
Framework
by
the
Securities
Commission of Malaysia, the first SRI

sukuk was launched in May 2015 by
Khazanah Malaysia Berhad which is
called “Ihsan Sukuk”. The Ihsan Sukuk
programme is aimed to improve the
accessibility of quality education in
Malaysia with a nominal value of RM1
billion within 25 years’ tenure. The AAA
rated by RAM Rating Services Berhad
on its first issuance of RM100 million;
Khazanah to be the sukuk issuer and
which is accountable on this SRI sukuk.
The sukuk was structured based on the
Islamic finance principle of Wakalah
Bi Al-Istithmar with a 4.3% per annum
return in 7 years period. CIMB Islamic
Bank Berhad and Amanie Bank Berhad
were the two entities being appointed
in Shariah Advisory Board for the sukuk
issuance.
The figure below illustrates the SRI
sukuk structure: Figure 1: The proposed
structure of SRI sukuk raised which
the sukuk is channelled to a NonProfit Organisation (NPO) to manage,
execute and achieve the goals from
programme.

TRUSTEE
9
OBLIGOR
DONOR

4
WAKALAH BIL ITHMAR
SUKUK INVESTMENT:
TANGIBLE ASSETS
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INVESTORS/
SUKUKHOLDERS

EXTERNAL ASSESSOR

Process of issuing social impact sukuk:
Step 1:

Investors or sukuk holders
provide capital to the issuer
(1). By purchasing thesukuk
investors provide monetary
capital
with
clear
and
transparent termspertaining
to the purchase including
shariah contract used, any
periodic income payment
and purchase undertaking by
obligor at maturity and rights
to investor protection.

Step 2:

The issuer which can take
the form of a special purpose
vehicle/company setup for
this purpose, shall issue social
sukuk (2). The status of issuer
is as an agent (wakeel) to
manage the pool of capital. The
issuer would obtain wakalah
fees from the investors.

Step 3:

The issuer will appoint the
obligor (3) to appoint wakeel to
conduct investment activities
(4) and (5). The service
providers obtain funds from
the issuer to finance delivery
of social services (6).

Step 4: The issuer will pay periodic
reward to investors/sukuk
holders.
Step 5:

External assessor will be
appointed
to
verify
the
outcome (7) and (8).

Step 6:

The obligor will grant a
purchase
undertaking
to
sukuk trustee (9) and the full
payment due (10).

*please insert reference

The sukuk was
structured based on
the Islamic finance
principle of Wakalah
Bi Al-Istithmar with a
4.3% per annum return
in 7 years period.
Nonetheless, the SRI sukuk programme
follows a pay for success model with
a unique step-down of profit feature,
where impact is measured through
several Key Performance Indicators
(KPIs) during a course of five-year
period. A minimum of 20 schools are
selected under Yayasan AMIR’s Trust
Schools Programme for a five (5)-year
intervention period. ii. At least 50% of
the teachers of the Identified Schools
are rated at the Establishing level or
above in their observations after the
end of their Intervention Period. iii.
At least 50% of the senior leadership
of the Identified Schools are rated at
the Establishing level or above in their
observations after the end of their
intervention Period. i. According to
RAM ratings (2015) this Ihsan SRI sukuk
is a form of SIB as the issuer’s obligation
to pay will depend on the performance
of the SRI project with regards to its
KPI. The KPI for this project is being
measured accordingly to achieve
several strategic goals for example: 1)
developing high quality leadership and
management, 2) improve the quality
of learning and teaching, 3) maximise
students’ achievement and potential,
and 4) as well as strengthening the
engagement of parents, community
and other stakeholders.
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The Ihsan Sukuk programme has
successfully launched their yearly
progress reports for the year 2015, 2016
and 2017. Despite some obstacles and
challenges encountered by them, this
project has attracted a big amount
of total funding RM100 million from
socially-motivated investors who are
keen in providing social impact to the
society.
1.3

Engaging Technology (to make
as conclusion)

So, at this point we are going to explain
in depth on the technology part to
ease the process of monetising social
business through the payment gateway
and e-wallet,
•

monetising social business through
the payment gateway and e-wallet,

•

micro lending credit system for
beneficiaries,

•

example: wakaful.com

After explaining about SIB than explain
about the benefits of blockchain in
securing your transaction of investment
and fluent deliverability. Plus, with the
huge potential of blockchain industry
in terms of fact and figures from
the Internet era in 1995 to 2005 with
a tremendous increase in terms of
users in world population. Reference:
https://www.causeartist.com/venturesimpacting-the-world-throughblockchain-and-cryptocurrency/
There is in need of creating a
benchmark to keep the persistency
performance
between
countries,
Asian countries to be precise in a way
for us to achieve the number one
leading economy competing with the
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America that predicted to be in year
2030 which means in the near future.
Thus, (explaining briefly about the
benchmarking that will be described
further in next paragraph) we need
to prepare the nation with conducive
and impact-based infrastructure to the
population of Asian countries.
Islamic social finance both as an
academic discipline and as an industry
can expand its frontiers of knowledge
and the universe of shariah compliant
products by developing more innovative
instruments that provide solutions to
social, environmental and economic

challenges and promote social welfare
inspired by its own rich Islamic tradition
and the emerging innovations in
social finance. With an enhanced third
sector, an Islamic finance model will
be more comprehensive and holistic
and not lopsided with the social
sector lagging behind the other two
sectors of the government and the
private sector. Islamic finance as part
of the more comprehensive Islamic
economy could thus become relevant
and be contributing to the general
maintenance of social services of an
economy, a role that goes beyond race
and religion.

The Ihsan Sukuk
programme has
successfully
launched their yearly
progress reports for
the year 2015, 2016
and 2017.
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INCEIF “ THINK TANK”

INSTITUTIONALIZING
KHAIRAT FUNDS
VIA TAKAFUL
Part 1
Introduction

By En Ezamshah Ismail,
Senior Teaching Fellow INCEIF
Lim Sze Khai
(MScIF)
Siti Aishah Masli
(MIFP)
Nik Nasrul Faiz Bin Nik Hziman
(MScIF)
Nur Izzani Binti Hafiz
(MScIF)
(Appreciation should also be
made to Takaful students in
September 2018 semester who
have contributed in the survey.)
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Khairat funds are set up by the Mosques in Malaysia
typically to cover funeral related expenses and benefits
for a deceased Muslim member of the Mosque (a
qariah). Khairat originates from the Arabic word
khair which means benevolent, charitable or good.
So, khairat funds or benevolent funds can be a form
of social insurance for the ill and needy. This fund is
usually managed by a committee of the Mosque and
every member wanting coverage will be required
to voluntarily contribute to the fund, not so different
from a takaful scheme. The objective of the study is to
evaluate the possibility of Takaful Operators assisting
the Mosques to manage their khairat funds. Albeit our
study covers Mosques in Selangor only, the results and
recommendations can surely be applied for Mosques
throughout Malaysia.

The study was conducted in two phases. The first was to analyse current khairat
fund management practices in the state of Selangor. A survey was conducted
on 20 khairat funds, covering membership size and details, the scheme benefits,
marketing and investment practices and so forth. The second phase looks into
possible models that can be applied by Takaful Operators to manage the khairat
funds. The willingness of Takaful Operators and the Mosques to collaborate with
each other in operating the funds is an important consideration. The end result of
the project perceives a workable model that can be applied by Takaful Operators
in offering the khairat fund schemes or management services which would be of
mutual benefit to both the Takaful Operators and societies.
Bank Negara Malaysia (BNM) is currently propagating Value-Based Intermediation
(VBI) within the Islamic finance industry, a concept of intermediation that aims to
deliver the intended outcomes of shariah through practices, conduct and offerings
that generate positive and sustainable impact to the economy, community and
environment. It is the hope that it could boost growth of the Islamic finance
industry to the next level. Islamic Banks and Takaful Operators need to adopt a
more structured approach to create value and impact, particularly in response to
changing economic, social and environmental conditions. We believe that khairat
funds management by Takaful Operators will be one of the ways to impact and
create value to the society as a whole. Collaboration with the Mosques will a key
area for sustainability of Takaful Operators, as this will initiate greater public
understanding and forge trust of takaful and furthermore, Mosques qariah could
be potential new markets for commercial takaful.
This article will be presented in two parts. The first part will mainly focus on the study
findings and a discussion on the “pros and cons” of Takaful Operators assisting
the Mosques in managing the khairat funds. The second part of the article will
deep dive into the alternative models or approaches that can be adopted in the
collaboration between the Takaful Operators and the Mosques.

Findings
Khairat Fund Practices
A survey conducted in October/November 2018 of 20 Mosques in the state of
Selangor found that nearly all of the funds has been in operation for more than ten
years and that the membership size ranges between 100 to 700 participants with
the average being around 500 participants. More than 50% of the khairat fund levies
a contribution RM50 per annum even though the lowest found is RM25 per annum;
and 63% of the Mosque fund size is between RM30,000 to RM50,000. Unfortunately,
there is an absence of any formal policy relating to investments the khairat funds
and in fact some of the Mosques commingled the khairat funds with the Mosque’s
general operation fund.
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Only 3 of the 20 Mosques actually have a takaful scheme
in placed to provide the khairat benefits. Currently,
for self-managed funds, there is no limit on the entry
age to participating in the khairat fund. The funeral
benefits provided by the Mosques generally include
cleansing and dressing of the bodies, transportation,
burial arrangements and offering of funeral prayers.
A hibah is also given to the family of the deceased
(practiced by 6 of the 20 Mosques averaging about
RM200). Immediate family members are also covered
by the khairat funds.
The survey also found the following gaps.
• Fund administration and participants’ data
management by the Mosques practices varies greatly
and most often are done manually. The composition
of the Mosques main committee changes frequently
posing yet another problem.
• Outreach and take-up of khairat funds participationship is relatively low relative
to the Muslim population of the area. There is not much engagement with the
qariah on the matter and even so with khairat fund participants.
• Though the Mosque has the expediency in providing funeral services, the funeral
processes are done by volunteers and continuity is an issue.
• With funeral expenses rising in the future increasing the contribution rate (and
fund solvency) can be an issue.
Takaful Operators’ Outlook on Khairat Funds
Interviews were conducted on 7 of the 11 Family Takaful Operators (TO) in February/
March 2019. The main findings are as follows:
• Currently, only two operators have any form of khairat fund schemes. One
operator had withdrawn its product earlier. Nonetheless, some have shown
interest in offering such a product.
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Only 3 of the 20
Mosques actually
has a takaful scheme
in placed to provide
the khairat benefits.

• TO are concern with certain underwriting issues such as:
- Extension to cover immediate family members
- Anti-selection hence, there would be a need to impose an entry age limit e.g.
70 years
- Too low sum covered
• Strict BNM regulation on registrations which require full details of the
policyholders. This regulation makes the registration for khairat fund more
cumbersome and considered non-commensurable as the coverage is very small.
• Most of the Takaful Operators have not offered a stand-alone product for khairat.
However, many have a khairat benefit attached to the family takaful products as
a rider which will be paid immediately upon the death of the certificate holders.
Khairat coverage is not offered separately to achieve economies of scale.
• Also, many Takaful Operators do not intend to design khairat coverages because
currently, the operators do not have a cost effective distribution method.
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Furthermore, Takaful
Operators are undoubtedly
better governed as the
organization is well
established and regulated.
From our findings we can deduce that the Mosques and Takaful Operators have
divergent objectives. Takaful Operators are profit-oriented bodies which they
need to take into consideration of their shareholders and stakeholder in making
any decisions for the company. Certain one Takaful Operator had offered this type
of khairat scheme before but has withdrawn it because losses have reached an
unbearable level. This is not unexpected as underwriting for khairat may have been
more flexible to make it accessible for all, while the operational costs of TOs are still
high.
TOs are also reluctant to venture into this market segment of the khairat fund
because it is a time-consuming process, but the outcome is not so lucrative. But
for some TOs, participating in the khairat management is a good platform for
engagement with the community providing an opportunity to publicise their brand.
However, many Takaful Operators would feel more comfortable if the product
is designed an ‘industry scheme’ rather than a customised scheme because an
‘industry scheme’ can cater for the larger scale and usually has better acceptance.
It is also very crucial that there is an effective method of marketing and distribution
of this product.

Self-managed versus Takaful Khairat Schemes
It is undeniable that Mosques have the expediency in providing funeral services
compared to the Takaful Operators who are no experts in this field. Mosques have
a broader connection with people involved in this area. As for that, Mosque has
greater negotiation power to lower the cost of funeral expenses. Society is more
comfortable with the traditional way as they can easily refer to their Mosque as the
service provider (cleansing, transport, burial, etc.).
A Mosque is also a trusted entity by the community and khairat funds has been
managed by the Mosque for a quite a while. The community also prefer Mosque
to manage the khairat fund because there is no entry age limit. Furthermore, the
community has grown wary as certain Takaful Operators have abandoned khairat
coverages when claims are high. Direct takaful khairat plans seem only benefiting
Takaful Operators rather than helping the community.
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Some Mosques with prior experiences of having takaful khairat plans have also
complained that payments from the TOs have been rather slow. As an institution,
TOs may need to follow certain procedures before a claim payment can be made.
Therefore, it usually takes a longer time within (2-14 days) compared to Mosques
that can do it within 24 hours.
On the other hand, Takaful Operators have expertise in underwriting which can
reduce anti-selection and enhances financial sustainability. Mosque plans has
lesser incentives because the benefits and contributions are the same for all qariah.
If Takaful Operators were to manage the fund, they can certainly give the flexibility
to their participants in terms of variations in packages for certain ages and this
helps to manage the underwriting issues and limitation of benefits. Also, TOs have
greater experience and better expertise than the Mosques in terms of distribution
and outreach to the participants. Proper distribution will alleviate the potential of
khairat schemes to be sustainable in the future.
Furthermore, Takaful Operators are undoubtedly better governed as a wellestablished and regulated organisation. By observing the previous study, Mosque
has difficulty in terms of continuity of roles and responsibilities of the office-bearers
as these positions are held on a voluntary basis. Most of the people in charge of the
khairat fund in the Mosque are not fully employed nor are technically competent
and some negligence may surface. If Takaful Operators were to handle the fund
administration and operations it will significantly improve.
Takaful Operators also have the capacity and expertise to optimise investment
returns of the funds. Currently, the Mosque khairat funds are typically kept
stagnant in a casual bank account. In one instance, the fund monies are placed in
a conventional bank which is non-shariah compliance. Through better investment,
the sustainability of the khairat funds can be maintained to fulfil the community
needs.

Recommendations
Currently, khairat funds managed by the Mosques afford minimal structure and
governance. There are neither standard procedures in the existing management
nor adequate distribution methods to garner more participation. We believe Takaful
Operators can assist the Mosques to manage the khairat funds in the following
ways:
• Firstly, Takaful Operators can help to systematise the administration of the khairat
funds. With a standardised benefit and sum covered offered by the company, it
would be a good move to easily maintain the fund. Besides, Takaful Operators
can develop an online platform for the participants to access and check their
status. Takaful Operators can provide training for the person in charge of khairat
in the Mosque to ensure the smoothness in the management between Mosque
and Takaful Operators.
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• Secondly, Takaful Operators are experienced in investment
matters. This essential value-added will help to preserve the
fund from any major deficiency. If a deficiency still occurs,
Takaful Operators can provide an advance (qard). Unlike
Mosque management, if a deficiency occurs, the Mosque
will be in a quandary. In other words, Takaful Operators are
the better solution to maintain solvency of the fund.
• Lastly, Takaful Operators can tackle the problem of marketing
faced by the Mosque. For example, those people living in highrise property may be distant from the community and they
are unlikely to be reachable by Mosque. Takaful Operators
are better marketers and would aid to penetrate the khairat
coverages to a larger market especially the young age groups
who are not aware with the existence of this khairat fund.
The institutionalised khairat via by Takaful Operators would
surely bring the community and the Mosque close together.
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Takaful Operators
also have the capacity
and expertise to
optimise investment
returns of the funds.
Conclusion
Despite the divergence of interest, there are
overlapping of interest from these two institutions.
Both of Mosque and Takaful Operators are bound
to organise any khairat scheme properly as an
obligation to social responsibility. As good Muslims,
our contributions towards society are considered as
‘fardhu kifayah’.
Moreover, institutionalising the khairat fund
would certainly bridge the gap between these
two different organisations which is a good way of
building the community. It is not uncommon that
the Mosque attendance is mostly by the elderly. The
Mosque may not be able to reach the younger and
working community who frequent the Mosque only
occasionally. So, by institutionalising the khairat fund,
the outreach to the younger and working qariah can
be enhanced by the TOs so to expose them to khairat
benefits.
Finally, a similar objective between these two
institutions is financial sustainability. They must
ensure that the khairat funds are purposeful and
financially sustainable in order to continuously serve
the community. It is more an obligation for the
companies to serve the community as part of their
Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR). It does not
matter whether the khairat is managed by Mosque
or Takaful Operators, as both are trying to reach a
common goal, which is mutual protection for the
betterment of the ummah.
In part 2 of this article we shall discuss in depth how
an effective collaboration can be implemented. Based
on the interviews with Takaful Operators we would
recommend two (2) possible approaches or models.
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ASPIRATION

PhD?
WHY ASPIRE FOR A

By Kulsanofer Thajudeen
PhD in Islamic Finance

People pursue a PhD for a myriad of reasons. Some
may want to be recognized as a subject matter
expert, others may want self-satisfaction or to
continue learning while others may have too much
time on their hands. No matter the reason, people
continue to pursue it regardless of the sacrifices
required in terms of time, money and sanity. It is a
culmination of paper qualifications, the proverbial
icing on the cake. However, is it worth pursuing in
this age and time? Should others be encouraged
to attempt to take this path?
In order to answer the questions, the objective
for the PhD has to be clear. Not all career paths
require a PhD. In fact, the World Economic Forum
recently stated that in the future, employers will
value skills more than paper qualifications.
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However, the PhD is more of a
journey than just a pursuit of a paper
qualification. In a world where people
are so self-absorbed in entertaining
themselves, not many people take the
time to think, contemplate and ponder.
PhD candidates constantly have their
thinking caps on, in search of the everelusive gap. Although all start out with
the grand desire to save the world, after
much contemplation they will settle for
a gap that would satisfy the supervisors.
Along the way, the PhD candidate gets
a feeling of accomplishment by having
their work published and seeing their
name in print even though it would
require a magnifying glass to do so.
However, it is their small contribution
to the world of knowledge.
In this fast-paced world, where
solutions are needed immediately,
years of research may not be favourable.
Nevertheless, the PhD is viewed as a
marathon and not a sprint. Although
there are exceptions to the rule. Some
candidates just zip through the whole
process and they are done before you
can say go. Others take their time
and linger on and become a constant
fixture at the university. At this point
they might even avoid social gathering
of friends and family as conversations
always turn to the completion of the
PhD. The nerve-grating “When are
you completing your PhD?” always
bring about murderous thoughts but
one learns to smile and say the ever
ubiquitous “Insya Allah”.
Another important factor in the PhD
journey is health. PhD candidates
are affected by countless mysterious
ailments. Just speaking to a few
random students in the PhD lounge,

the complaints include dizziness,
memory and hair loss, fainting spells,
skin problems, fatigue, weight issues,
etc. Although more study is needed
in this area, but it looks like pursuing a
PhD can be hazardous to your health.
Writing is another important factor and
the writer’s block is real. There will be
numerous moments spent staring at
the laptop with nary a word in sight.
The plan to finish a substantial part
of the chapter remains a dream and
in order to alleviate the rising anxiety
levels, the rest of the evening is spent
binge-watching on Netflix. At other
times, when one is least expecting it,
fantastic sentences whizz through your
mind, and then hours are spent trying
to remember them.
Although the PhD is a solitary journey,
friends play an important part as a
support system. Fellow PhD students
encourage each other, provide solace,
give ideas and most importantly
become friends for life.
The PhD journey may not be for the
faint hearted but it does build character.
In the face of constant rejections in the
form of proposals, papers, drafts and
continued rewriting, one tends to have
a feeling of defeat and ready to throw
in the towel however tenacity, grit and
perseverance will bring you to the finish
line.
One would think that mental strength is
a requirement for the military, however
it is really important for PhD survival.
Students can be seen as undergoing
bouts of insanity, as they draw curious
looks from family or strangers as they
talk to themselves mulling over the
thesis in their head.
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One would think that
mental strength is a
requirement for the
military, however it
is really important for
PhD survival.
Depression is another mental illness
that plagues students as they are racked
by periods of self-doubt. Meditation,
prayers and support from friends and
family can weather any storm.
Patience is another virtue that can be
honed with a PhD. When your draft
thesis goes unread for months, and
you become jittery because all your
plans are out the window, you realize
there are some things that you have no
power over. A sense of peace dawns on
you as you accept your limitations and
wait with a patience of a monk. In the
process, you may even appear to be
as wise as Yoda, as you start spouting
inspirational quotes and insights, just
to stay sane.
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Problem-solving skills is essential as
the journey can be wrought with many
hurdles for some and the ability to
overcome those problems will ensure
that the study can move forward and
not stay stagnant.
Finally, the process of acquiring the
PhD will foster humility. The required
reading will ensure one will revel on the
vastness of knowledge and all those
who have contributed in the past and
feel humbled. You will then realize that
your own knowledge is but a speck of
dust.
Now that you have walked through the
journey, you can make a better decision
before embarking on it and if you are
up to the challenge, we welcome you
with open arms.

